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IDENTIFICATION OF 

YELLOW仁ULTUREDPEARLS FROM 

THE BLACK-LIPPED QVSTER 

PIN仁TADAん1ARGARIT/ffRA

By Shane Elen 

Although the Pinctada margar.似た'raoyster usually is 
associated with the black pearls cultured in French 
Polynesia， it also can produce attractive large yel-
low cultured pearls， among other colors. An 
absorption feature at 700 nm can be used to sepa-
rate these yellow cultured pearls from their more 
common counter岡市 producedin the South Seas 
by the Pinctada maxima. This absorption feature 
previously has been attributed to the presence of 
black pigments， and has been reported as an identi-
fying characteristic of black cultured pearls from the 
P. margaritifera. An additional absorption feature in 
the UV region， between 330 and 385 nm， is indica-
tive of natural yellow color in cultured pearls from 
the P. margaritifera. 

pearls句pl民callywer児emarketed in single col-
)上rγn叫叫叫山t出白削叫he凶U山el山la

ors of white， yellow， gray， or black 
(Federm釦 I1999). The white and yellow colors orig-
inated from the Pinctada maxima oyster， while也e
gray and black came from the Pinctada margari-
tifera. However， the P. margaritifera c姐 produce
cultured pearls of m叩 yother colors (see， e.g.， figure 
1). The introduction and growing popularity of 

stran也 ofmulti-colored cultured pearls was a bonus 
for cultivators of pearls from the P. margaritifera 
oyster，凶 manyof the pastel colors previously had 
been considered unusable (Federman， 1998a). Multi-
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colored sロandsmarketed today may include a mix 
of cultured pearls from出eP.ma氾ma姐 dP. mar-
garitifera (Federm叫 1998b)or consist only of cul-
turedp図工ls出atoriginate仕om出eP. margaritifera. 
The latter may include several in the following yel-

low hue range: yellow， greenish yellow， brownish 
yellow， or grayish yellow. This mak回 someofthem

也丘icultto distin忽1Ishfrom sirnilar-color cultured 
pearls from出eP.maxima. 

Identification of the mollusk species in which a 
p白 rlwas cultured is becoming an important issue 
in theindus甘y.Until recently， it w部 relativelyeasy

to identify freshwater， South Sea， "Tahitian，" or 
Akoya cultured pearls just by size， shape， and color. 
Today， however， there is considerable overlap in 
these once distinctive characteristics from one type 
of cultured pearl to another. Yet guidelines for qual-
ity grading cultured pearls often v紅 ywith the mol-

lusk species. For example， the acceptable nacre 
thickness for the export of black cultured pearls 
from Tahiti is 0.6 m皿 (scheduledto change to 0.8 

mmonJ吐y31，2却O∞Oω2Jγ"P民ea紅arlt出hi必ckn白 sc∞O∞nt位工rols..一"
20∞01). 甘1山iおswould be exceptional for 姐 Ak初白丈ωE∞oyac叫-

tu山redpearl (grown in the Pinct臼adぬ'aft向lCωat臼amぽ t胞en-
si叫i)，お i比twould require a cu叫lturingperiod of about 
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Figure 1. As mu1ti-colored 
cu1tured pearls have become 

increasingly popu1ar， a 
broad range of colors介om

出eP.m紅g紅 itifera一泊c1ud-
ing various yellow bues-

have arrived in the market-
place. The strand on出eleβ，

ranging from 12 to 15 mm  in 
diameter， is court白yof
Pacific Pebbles， Beverly 
H辺's，California. The P. 

margaritifera strand on出B

right， 8 to 111111η，and the 
15 x 17.821111ηloose cu1-

tured pearl on the rigbt are 
courtesy of King's Ransom， 

Sausalito， California. The 
14 mm loose cu1tured pearl 

on出elef並lS∞町t回yof
Assael Intemationa1. Photo 。HaroldeJ Erica Van Pelt. 

four years based on出eaverage annual deposition 
rate of the nacre for this species. Identification of 
the mother oyster is also important for the detec-
tion of treatments， such鎚也eseparation of a dyed 
black Akoya cultured pearl from a natural-color 
black Pteria stema cultured pearl. Bo也 maybesim-
ilar in size， shape， and color， but this author has 
observed出atonly the latter e油ibitsa s位ongfluo-
I回 cenceernission at 620 nm. 

The present study investigates the importance of 
specific absorption features in yellow cultured 
p白血 仕om出eP. margaritifera for con位rningboth 
the origin of the mother oyster and whether the col-
oration is natural. It also demonstrates出eneed for 
additional testing to verify natural origin of the 
black coloration when exarnining gray or black cul-
turedp白 rlsfrom the P. margaritifera. 

BACKGROUND 

A striking characteristic of the P. margaritifera shell 
is出epr邸 enceof white nacre surrounded by black 
to dark green nacre on the interior periphery of the 
shell. This "black lip" enables the oyster to produce 
beautiful black and gray c叫turedp伺 rls.In some P 
margaritifera oysters， a layer of yellow nacre can 
occur and may be visible between the central white 
and peripheral black nacre (figure 2). When yellow 
coloration is pr田 ent，it may not always be visible 
on the interior of the shell but is only revealed 
when the exterior surface is polished. Other P. mar-
garitifera do not display the characteristic dark 
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green or black peripheral nacre but exhibit yellow 
nacre in their place (N. S出lS，P町 s.comm.， 2001)， or 
(rarely) they e油ibitonly white nacre (S. Akamatsu， 
P町s.comm.， 2001). 

The various combinations of nacre color and 
strong overton回 exhibitedby the P. margaritifera 
result in a wide variety of cultured pearl colors， 
m釦 yof them subdued or pastel in nature. Whether 
natural or cultured， natural・colorgray and black 

Fi♂lIe 2. Although tbe nacre血 mostP. margari-
tifera sbells is black or dark green on凶eperipbery
and white in tbe cente.乙someexhibit tbe unusual 
combination of nacre coloration sbown bere， 

whichprogr回 Sω介omwhite to yellow to black 
Photo co山 t回 yof Shigeru Akamatsu. 
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Figure 3. Tms group 01 11.5-12.0 mm cultured pearls， 

all介om出eP. margaritifera， illustrates some 01 the 
colors tested in出isstudy. Photo by Maha Tannous. 

pearls from this oyster exhibit a characteristic 
absorption at 700 nm (Komatsu and Akamatsu， 
1978). This feature， which has been observed only 
in the P. margaritifera (Miyoshi et al.， 1987)， is 
often accompanied by two other absorption fea-
U江田， at 405姐 d495 nm; however， the 700 nm fea-
れueis句pically出emost prominent of the three. 
The feature at 405 nm， also known as the Soret 
band (Britton， 1983)， is characteristic of porphyrins 
(Iw山部hi釦 dAkarnatsu， 1993). Porphyrins are nat-
urally occurring tetrapyrole pigments， commonly 
referred to白血e"pigments of life"; they are arnong 
the most hi砕lyfluorescent compounds in nature 
(Guilba叫t，1990; Milgrom， 1997). 

The feature at 700 nm has been attributed to 
black pigmentation pr白 entin也eP. margaritifera 
(Coeroh， 1993). Several attempts have been made to 
identify the origin of the 700 nm absorption and the 
black pigmentation in也ismollusk (Miyoshi et al.， 
1987; Blanc and Jabbour， 1988)， but none has been 
conclusive. Efforts to consistently identify the prl白・

ence of melanin in P. margaritifera have not been 
successful (Blanc and Jabbour， 1988)， because 
melanin (a teロnused to describe naturally occur-
ring insoluble polymeric materials出atcan r白叫tin
red， yellow， brown， or black coloration) does not 
define a spec出cchernical structure (Britton， 1983). 
It has been suggested也ata combination of eumela-
nin and phaeomelanin (certain classes of melanins) 
m場ltbe pr白 ent(Caseiro， 1993)， or出atan "unusu-
al"句peof melanin rnight be the cause (F. Blanc， 
pers. comm.， 2001). 

Due to the demand for gray and black pearls， 
some c叫turedp回 rlsare treated with black dye or 
silver salts， or也eyare irradiated to produce sirnilar 
colors (Goebel and Dirl釘 n，1989). These treatrnents 
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do not produce an absorption feature at 700 nm， so 
its presence is used frequent1y to verify natural 
black coloration (Kennedy et al.， 1994). However， 
也ist白 tis unrehable， because it assum白血at也e
紅白出entwぉ notapphed to姐 0丘-colorc叫U江ed
pear1 originating from the P. margaritifera. 
Althou排出eTahitian government has strict con-
trols on the quality of exported cultured pearls， 
出ereare other sources of P. margaritifera c叫tured
pearls outside of French Polynesia that are not nec-
essarily subject to the same rigorous standards 
("Fiji's 1st harvest. . .，" 2001). 

A recent study of yellow cultured pe釘Isfrom 
the gold-hpped P. maxima demonstrated that an 
absorption f，回turein出e叫travioletregion between 
330 and 385 nm could be used as evidence of natu-
ral color (Elen， 2001). This characteristic also may 
apply to sirnilar-color cultured pearls originating 
from the P. margaritifera. Current1y there are no 
reports of 紅白むnentsused to irnprove yellow colors 
仕om0丘-coloredwhite and yellow P. margaritifera 
cultl.江edpearls. However， treatments used for the 
cultured pearls from the gold-lipped P. maxima 
(E1en， 2001) could also be apphed to cultured pearls 
from出eP. margaritifera. 

MATERIAlS AND METHODS 

A total of 29 yellow cultured pearls， ranging from 
10.1 to 14.8 mm  in diarneter， were characterized for 
出isstudy. All were represented as natural color， 
from出eP. margaritifera. The colors included hght 
and medium yellow as well部 hghtto也rkyellow 
modified by green， brown， or gray (see， e.g.，白g江e3).
Ten undrilled samples were obtained directly from 
so旧民sin French Polynesia， and the remaining 19 
金illedsamples were provided by reputable supphers 
of cultured P. marg，目立iferapearls (see "Acknowl-
edgments"). Qnly two shell sarnples of P. margari-
tifera exhibiting yellow nacre on也eirinterior sur-
face were available for出es旬 dy.Light and medium 
yellow nacre sarnples from these two shells were 
t田 tedinsitu. 

Two white and two black P. margaritifera c叫-

U江edp回 rls，as well as two血 si加 whitenacre sam-
ples from a P. margaritifera shell， were studied for 
comparison with the two yellow P. margaritifera 
nacre samples. 

Inspection of all the P. margaritifera c叫回red
pearls using a binocular gemological rnicroscope 
revealed no visual evidence of cοlor tr回 trnent.

For each sample， reflectance spec凶 werecol・
lected from 250 to 800 nm using a Hitachi 4001 
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UV-VIS REFLECTANCE SPECTRA: 
SHELl NA仁RE
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UV-Vis spectrophotometer， and fluorescence obser-
vations were made using a UVP model B100 AP 
long-wave ultraviolet lamp. The reflectance spectra 

were compared with data for similarly colored s釘n-
ples of nacre and cultured pearls obtained from P. 
maxima oysters for a previous study， as reported by 
Elen (2001). 

副国

Fi♂lIe4目 Thesereflectance spectra are for wmte 
and yellow nacre samples taken from the shells of 
P. margaritiIera and P. maxima. The spectra for 
respective colors are similar血 the330 to 550 nm 
region， but often di.庁erfrom 550 to 800 nm. The 
inset vertically expands tms region to illustrate 
how the weak absorption feature at 700 ruη exhib-
ited by the darker P. m紅 g紅 itiIerasample is dis-
tinct1y di庁erent介omthe broad absorption often 
seen in the P. maxima samples 

7UO 副田

WAVELENGTH (nm) 

日掴400 S閣

show the feature at al1. Sixteen of the 29 ye110w 

samples also revealed a medium to strong 495 nm 
absorption feature， and another eight showed a 

weak feature at 495 nm. The fluorescence of a11 
these samples ranged from light yellow or light 

brown to greenish yellow， greenish brown， or red-
dish brown. 

RESULTS: UV-Vis REFLECTANCE SPECTRA 

AND ULTRA VIOLET FLUORESCEN仁E

Both yellow P. margaritifera nacre samples exhibit-

ed a broad absorption from 330 to 460 nm出atwas 
composed of two features: one in the UV region 

between 330 and 385 nm， and the other in也evisi-
ble from 385 to 460 nm. Only the mediurn-yellow 
nacre sample exhibited an additional weak abso甲-

tion at 700 nm (figure 4 and table 1). This sample 
fluoresced a moderate greenish brown， and the very 
light yellow shell nacre fluoresced a light yellow. 
The white P. margaritifera shell samples had no 

absorption features in the 330-460 nm region or at 
495 or 700 nmi they fluoresced a strong very light 
yellow. 

As indicated in table 1， the vast majority of the 
P. margaritifera cultured pearls tested exhibited a 
medium to strong absorption feature at 700 nm (fig-
ures 5 and 6); the exceptions were the two white 
samples and three very light yellow on白.Two of 
the very light yellow samples exhibited a weak 
absorption shoulder at 700 nm， and one did not 

TABLE1.Comp剖sonof color， fluorescence， and abso巾tionfeatures in yellow， wh比e，and black P. margar党拘m
cultured pearls and nacre. 

Absorplion fealures (nm)/no. of samples 

700 495 405 330-430 
or330-460 

385-4印330-385 Tolal no目 of
回 mples

Long-wave UV 
f1uorescence 

P. margaritifera 
samples. 

16 

9 

3 

n
u
2
0
1
 

Moderale 10 slrong 
greenish brown， green-
ish yellow， lighl brown， 
and lighl yellow 
Weak 10 slrong yellow， 
brown， greenish brown， 
and reddish brown 
Moderale 10 slrong 
yellow 
Slrong lighl yellow 
Moderale reddish brown 
Slrong very lighl yellow 
Ughl yellow and moderale 
g田 n-brown

Lighl 10 medium 
y創lowand greenish 
y創low

12 

9 

。

9 

。

9 

16 
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16 
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9 Lighl 10 dark grayish 
and brownish y創low
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・ A11 samples are culturedρ白河5unless designated "nac，用"
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UV-VIS REFLECTANCE SPECTRA: 
CULTURED PEARLS 

UV・VISREFLECTANCE SPECTRA: 
CULTURED PEARLS 
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FiguIe 6. Rellectance spectra lor yellow， grayish yel-
low， and brownish yellow cultured pearls from P. 
margaritifera are compared here with the spectrum 
lor a yellow cultured pearl from P. maxima. Note the 
simi]arity m absorption lea印resm the UV region 
between 330 and 460 nm lor the "pure" yellow sam-
pl，回 ，as compared to the grayish and brownish yel-
low samples. All three P. marg紅 itiferasamples 
exhibit the absorption leature at 700 mη， whichis 
absent介om出eyellow P. ma氾masQ1泊'pleand a1s0 

出ewmte P. margaritifera sample sho問 1m戸♂lIe5

S岨7・64曲目@曲。

WAVELENGTH (nm) 

調。WAVELENGTH (nm) 

Fi♂lIe 5. Rellectance spectra are shown here lor 
white and black cultured pearls from the P. margar-
itifera. The absorption leatures measured lor the 
black sample at 405， 495， and 700 nm are charac-
teristic 01 black cultured pearls 介omthis speci出.

noted between 330 and 700 nm伯郡res4 and 5). 
The black cultured pearls exhibited a characteristic 
reddish brown fluorescence， and the white samples 
fluoresced a strong very light yellow. 

DISCUSSION  

Two distinct reflectance curve patterns were 
observed for the yellow P. margaritifera cultured 
pearls tested in也isstudy. They are de白nedby dif-
ferent reflectance characteristics in也e叫位avio1et-
to-b1ue region of the spectrurn (白忽江e6). The first 
was typica1 for the yellow and greenish yellow 
S釘np1白:a broad absorption between 330姐 d460 
nm that consisted of two absorption features-
from 330 to 385 nm and from 385 to 460田 n.The 

Of 20 yellow and greenish yellow P. margari-
tifera cultured pearl samples， 17 exhibited a broad 
absorption仕om330 to 460 nm出atcomprised two 
f回 t山白 (figt江e6)， sin叫arto those observed in出e
yellow nacre samp1es (figt江e4). The other three in 
this group， which were very light yellow， on1y 
exhibited a weak absorption in the 330-385 nm 
region. The nine remぉningsamp1es， which were 
brownish or grayish yellow， exhibited a sing1e 
broad absorption feature from 330 to 430 nm， or 
330 to 460 nm， with a maximum centered at 405 
nm (figure 6). 

The two black P. margaritifera cultured p白 rls
used as reference samples exhibited strong absorp-
tions at 405， 495， and 700 nm' as well as the broad 
absorption from 330 to 430 nm.τ'h白ef白れ江田 are
sirnilar to those observed in some of the grayish and 
brownish yellow samples; however， the b1ack co1-
oration results in a much stronger overall absorp-
tion (白gure5). The spectra of the two white cul-
tured p回 r1swere s紅白1紅 tothose of the two white 
nacre samp1es， in出atno absorption features were 

T ABLE 2_ Summary of color and abso巾tionfeatures for cultured pe剖 S什omthe P. margaritifera and P. max何 a.

Presence of absorption fe，atures (nm) 

330-385 385-460 330-430 405 495 7∞ 
or330-460 

Color Sp配 les

No 

Common 
Y邸

No 

Frequent 
Y田

No 

No 

Y白

No 

No 

Y白

0
岡
山

O

N

W

N

 

No 

Yes 
No 

White 
Yellow and greenish yellow 
Brownish and grayish yellow 

P. margarit百era
P. margaritifera 
P. marg釘投ifera

P. maxima 
P. maxima 

No 

No 

No 
No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 
No 

Yes 
White 
Yellow 
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second distinct pattern was ex.hibited by samples 
with a grayish or brownish yellow color: a single 
broad absorption feature from 330 to 430町 n，with 
a ma氾mumcentered at 405 nm. A third pattern 
showed a single broad absorption from 330 to 460 
町民 alsowith a maximum centered at 405 nm， but 
it appears to be an intermediate pattern between 
the other two (fi思ue6).

The two features between 330 and 460 nm 
observed in 17 of the P. margaritifera yellow cul-
tured pearls and yellow shell material are consis-
tent with similar absorption features observed in P. 
maxima natural-color yellow cultured pearls and 
yellow nacre (f沼町es4 and 6) as pa武 ofa p回 vious
study (Elen， 2001). Specifically， the 330-385 nm 
feature was found in natural-color yellow-but not 
treated-color yeUow-cultured pearls from the P. 
ma耳ma.It appears likely that the same zoochrome 
(a naturally occurring pigment molecule found in 
the animal kingdom; Needham， 1974) may be 
responsible for the yellow coloration in both the P. 
margaritifera and P. maxima. Therefore， the pr回-

ence of this UV absorption feature in the spectra 
of yellow pearls from the P. margaritifera should 
indicate natural yellow coloration. Approximately 
one-third of the yellow P. margaritifera cultured 
pearls tested did not ex.hibit出isfeature; however， 
these samples tended to be brownish or grayish 
yellow rather出an"pure" yellow or greenish yel-
low (figure 6). 

The fact that two very light yellow P. margari-
tifera sampleトーonenacre姐 done c叫turedp回 r1一
did not exhibit an absorption feature at 700 nm 
indicates that some yellow cultured pearls from this 
oyster do not show this f白 t山 e.If this absorption is 
due to black pigmentation， as cl氾medin the litera-
ture， then its appearance in the (darker) medium 
yellow shell sample is not entirely unexpected. In 
the nacre samples tested， the yellow coloration lies 
between the white and black nacre layers， but is not 
defined by a distinct boundary. The light yellow 
region occurs closer to the white layer， and the 
medium yellow region is closer to the black layer. It 
is， therefore， very likely that the medium yellow 
nacre sample incorporated some black pigmenta-
tion， which may be responsible for the 700 nm 
absorption. This is contradicted somewhat by the 
fact that some of the light yellow cultured pearls 
tested exhibited q山 testrong 700 nm absorption fea-
tur田 .Fur出erwork is required to determine the pig-
ments responsible for the yellow and black col-
oration and， especially， whether the absorption at 
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700 nm is directly or indirectly associated with 
ei出erof these pigments. 

The combination of yellow and black nacre also 
may be responsible for producing a dark greenish 
black-rather出組black-nacreat the periphery of 
the shell in some P. margaritifera. 

A review of the data collected for yellow P. max-
ima cultured pearls in a p児 viousstudy (Elen， 2001) 
shows that about 20% of those samples e油ibiteda 
very broad absorption feature with a maximum 
occurring either at 695 or 720 nm (fi♂江e4). This 
absorption is extremely broad， unlike the 700 nm 
feature observed in the P. margaritifera samples (fig-
ure 4 inset and 6). The fluorescence observed for the 
yellow， orangy yellow， and greenish yellow P. ma垣-

ma samples in that same study is similar to the 
reaction seen in也epresent study for P. margari-
tifera samples of similar color. It would appear that 
fluorescence criteria used in出eprevious study for 
separating natural-from treated-color P. maxima 
cultured pearls also might be applicable to P. mar-
gm立iferasamples in也ishue range. 

CON仁lUSIONS

The UV-Vis reflectance spectrum of a yellow cul-
tured pearl can白 tablish也氏 ltwぉ producedby a 
P. margaritifera oyster and， in conjunction with flu-
or白 cencereactions， indicate whether the color is 
natural or wぉ producedby trea口nent.Speci且cally，
those yellow cultured pearls由atexhibit an abso中-

tion feature at 700 nm， often accompanied by one at 
495 nm， can be positively identilied as originating 
from也eP. margaritifera (see table 2， for a compari-
son to cultured pearls from P. ma垣ma).However， 
the absence of these features do白 notnecessarily 
exclude P. margaritifera as the source. Another 
absorption feature in the UV region， between 330 
組 d385 nm-when accompanied by light yellow， 
greenish yellow， greenish brown， or light brown 
long-wave UV fluorescence-is also indicative of 
natural yellow coloration. 

The feature at 700 nm has been reported previ・
ouslyぉ evidenceof natural color in natural or c叫.

tured gray to black pearls from也eP. margaritifera. 

However， there is always the possibility出atan 0丘・
color gray or yellow P. margm台iferacultured pearl 
might be treated to produce a black color. 
Therefore， in the absence of other tests， the pres-
ence of an absorption at 700 nm should be used 
only to provide proof of origin from出eP.marg山手

tifera， and not as proof of natural black color. 
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Mr. Liddicoat on 50 Years of Inspiration 
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“People don't like to root 
their own horns， they let 

出elr丘iendsand co11eagues 

sing rhelr praises.ル1r.Liddi-

coat has a whole chorus. 

He is rruly an inspiration ro 

gemology and a wonderful 

example for us a11." 

一 喝Pam Welbom， G.G. 
Texas-Lone Star Chapfer 

“ル1yfarher idolized Mr. 

Liddicoat， and when 1 final-

ly mer him， 1 knew why. 

He has a way of making you 

enjoy what you do and 

srrive ro be berrer." 

ー-RicllardDrucker， G.G. 

fllillois-WiscolIsin Chapter 

“Mr. Liddicoar was largely 

responsible for my becom-

ing a G.G. He is more rhan 

a symbol of GIA， he is the 

hearr of GIA. Congratula-

tions on a grand and glori-

ous 50 years." 

-Fred Ward， G. G. 
Washingtoll D.C. Chapfer 

“Congrat叫ations，Mr. Liddicoat. We are all richer for your dedication." 

-Gail Brett Leville， G. G. 

ル'[alllratfanChapfer 
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